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UNITED KINGDOM 

Sensing the bends 
in a hidden stirrer 
Some of the materials that have to be mixed in 
the nonnal course of w0rk at the Explosives 
Research and Development Establishment, 
Waltham Abbey, Essex, can become ('xtremely 
viscous- so much so that there is a "':lnger of 
the mixer blades being seriously distorted, and 
perhaps even striking the walls of the mixing 
vessel. The bludes arc of l:Ollr~e not directly 
visihle, so some mean~ hlld 10 be found of 
sensing the :Iistance between the moving blade
tip and the wall. Some form of rr.:.;.;;r.ctk system 
seemed reasonahle, except tht. ~ tbe wall is 
usually steel, prcscnting an ohstacle to mag
netic communication with anything in~ide the 
vesscl. 

The solution to the problem is "hown in the 
diagram. A mngnelic inscrt iH attached to the 
lip (If the hlude. Itnd 11 lIull ·elled probe gives 
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a signal corresponding to the distanl:e of the 
lip each time it comes round (in a Hall -effect 
device, /I current is possed through aeonductor, 

a'~' . 

and. a voltage is observed, perpendicular to the 
current, proportional to any surrounding mag
netic field). Now, as has already been implitd , 
the field at the Hall probe is dktated mainly by 
the presence of the steel wall. lrus contributio0 
is removed by balancing it against an equai 
and opposite effect, generated in a magnetic 
circuit that is symmetrical with the circuit 
linking the probe to the stirrer. 

The way this works in practice is that fi .-,,·. 
the Hall probe works on an alternating curre nt . 
and only voltage signals coming from it at 1 h ,~ 

same frequency are recorded. A pair of coil, 
generates steady magnetic fiuxes in the tw(" 
symmetrical magnetic circuits; the strengths 0 :" 

these can be made exactly equiii by care~-u : 
adjustment of the piece of ferromagnc ,; ... 
material (steel, or something magnetically simi
lar) that closes the compensating magncti. 
circuit. The system, which llIay be completed 
by a meter clllibrated for distance mea~u (;,: · 

ment lHld an alarm, is the subject of a patent 
appliclltjon. 
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